
 

 

 

Fraserburgh LLCP Evaluation session 27th January 2021  

Session was facilitated on TEAMS by Kevin McDermott, Community Development Team 

Leader, Martin Robertson, CLD and Sunni Caro, CLD  

We used Ripple Effect Mapping (REM) as a way of capturing the difference the partnership 

has made over the years. This method blends 3 different theory and practice  

• Appreciative enquiry  
• Mind mapping- We used MIRO to capture feedback and map out responses 
• Reporting Framework- How Good is the learning and development in our community 

V4. 
 
QI-3.2 Partnership working 
 

This indicator refers to the role of CLD partners in promoting, encouraging and 
undertaking effective partnership working.  It explores how well partners jointly plan and 
evaluate. It looks at how partners work together and collaborate to improve impacts and add 
value,  
 
Themes:  
A. Developing and sustaining 
B. Joint vision, planning and evaluation 
C. Adding value 
 

We structured the AI questions around the themes 

1. What do you think has been particularly positive for you being a partner on FLLCP?  
2. What do you value most about the way people work together in and out of this 
LLCP?  
3. Share a story of what difference you think FLLCP has made?  

 
This link will take you to the mind map recording  
 
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/40e6c763-948c-4a15-aabb-3c66cbb12162 

or see attached PDFs 
 

A few of your comments from the chat bar 

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/40e6c763-948c-4a15-aabb-3c66cbb12162


 
If there is one Partenship you don’t miss its this one  

 
Like a library of ideas that you gather at these meetings, and save until you need them, and know who 
to come to for more info later 
 
A strategy, mini-public that I wouldn't have known about so helps us build skills from the various 
activities we do 
 
it's great to see these evaluation techniques being done. Real life experience of the theories! 
 
 A great way to connect on training and with bigger networking events and a great platform to share 
ongoing project work with the members for example the Summer Family kitchen project.  
 
We have been actively pushing the use of the Young Scot Cards and the benefits it brings to its users. 
We have done this via Social Media and internal campaigns in collaboration with our Student 
Association. This came from the session Sandra organised for early January and uptake and 
engagement with the campaign to date has been successful. 
 
Just on the Young Scot link - the Young Scot team are coming along to speak with the Fraserburgh 
Youth Voice club young people this evening. It's only a small part in the bigger picture but still 
significant that the young people are afforded a chance to have their say on the issue. 
 

Thank you. Excellent exercise - a real reminder of the worth of this group 
 

Thank you to all who took part and contributed at the session  
Regards Sandra  
 


